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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Use for all categories. Place this form in the
first plastic sleeve of your binder, followed by the
Project Summary and the Main Project Description.
Projects are judged based on criteria of sustainable
design, architectural merit and innovation.
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>>Project categories

Identify which Award category you are entering

1. Residential [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings less than 600m2
in area, of which a minimum of 75% is dedicated to
single-family or multi-family residential uses.
X

2. Residential [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [typically multiunit buildings or groups of related buildings] greater
than 600m2 in area, of which at least 75% is dedicated
to residential uses.
3. Commercial/Industrial [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings up to 2,000m2
in area, of which more than 75% is dedicated to
commercial or industrial uses.
4. Commercial/industrial [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups of
related buildings] greater than 2,000m2 in area, of
which at least 75% of the floor area is dedicated to
commercial or industrial uses.
5. Institutional [small]
Open to new or renovated buildings up to 2,000m2
in area, of which more than 75% is dedicated to
institutional uses.

6. Institutional [large]
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups
of buildings] greater than 2,000m2 in area, of which
at least 75% of the floor area is dedicated to
institutional uses.
7. Mixed Use
Open to new or renovated buildings [or groups of
related buildings] of any size, in which no individual
use exceeds 75% of the overall floor area.
8. Existing Building Upgrade
Open to buildings of any size or type in which the
primary focus of the work has been to enhance the
performance or extend the life of an existing structure.
Entries in this category are required to respond only
to the submission criteria appropriate to the project.
9. Interior Design
Open to interior design projects of any size or type.
Entries in this category are required to respond only
to the submission criteria appropriate to the project.
An award will be given in each category
at the discretion of the jury.
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Project
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PROGRAM AND CONTEXT
PROGRAM
CONTEXT
Project type: AND
[Identify
all uses occupying 10% or more of gross floor area]
Project type: [Identify all uses occupying 10% or more of gross floor area]

residential
rental) / ground
floor commercial
mixed-use >(100%
rental residential
/ commercial
mixed-use > rental residential / commercial

Project site: [Check all that apply]
Project
site: [Check
all that apply]
Previously
undeveloped
land
�

Previously
land
Previously undeveloped
developed land

� Previously developed land
Other Building description: [Check only one]

Urban

Rural

Urban
Suburban

Rural

Suburban

Other
Building description:
[Check only one]
� New
Renovation

Both [If both, list __% new and __% renovation]

� New

Both [If both, list __% new and __% renovation]

Renovation

STATISTICS* Provide the following metrics as applicable to your project.
• Site Area: 1,521
m2the following metrics as applicable to your project.
STATISTICS*
Provide
• Building
Site Area:gross floor area:
m2

13,118 m2

129.8
• Energy
BuildingIntensity:
gross floor
area:

2 2
KWhr/mm
/year [Include both base building and process energy]

• Energy Intensity:
KWhr/m2/year [Include both base building and process energy]
[optional: report energy intensity separately as follows:
• Energy
base building:
KWhr/m2/year
[optional:
reportIntensity,
energy intensity
separately as follows:
process
energy:
• Energy Intensity, base
building:

2 2
KWhr/m
/year
KWhr/m
/year

32
• Reduction
in energy
intensity:
%.
• Energy
Intensity,
process energy:

KWhr/m2/year

State the reference
• Reduction
in energystandard
intensity:on which the
%. % reduction is based: MNECB, NECB or ASHRAE 90.1

realtive
to ASHRAE
90.1-2007
Baseline is
(baseline
is 188.0
kwh/m
)
version]:
•[include
State the
reference
standard
on which
the % reduction
based: EUI
MNECB,
NECB
or ASHRAE
90.1
2

• Recycled
materials content:
[include
version]:

21.06

% by value

40,263
Water consumption
from municipal source:
• Recycled
materials content:
% by value

litres/occupant/year including both indoor water use

(14,124,069 litres/year
& outdoor water use (22,225 litres/month for 4 months)
[Include
both base building
and process
consumption]
• Water consumption
from municipal
source:
litres/occupant/year
• Reduction
water
consumption:
[Include
bothinbase
building
and process %
consumption]
State the reference
on which the %
reduction
is water
based:
LEED or other
• Reduction
in water consumption:
% indoor
37.54
demand
Construction
materials
diverted
landfill: is based:
%
• State
the reference
on which
thefrom
% reduction
LEED or other : LEED
Regional materials
by value:
• Construction
materials
diverted from%landfill: 87.10%
• Regional materials by value: 33.68

%

THE DUKE
Project Summary
Completed in March 2018, The Duke is a LEED Gold target, rental residential
project designed under the City of Vancouver Rental 100 Secured Market
Rental Housing Policy, which allows height and density limits in strategic
locations in the city to be rezoned in exchange for provision of 100% rental
housing.
Located near a busy transit-oriented node in Vancouver’s Mount Pleasant
neighbourhood, the 15,260 square metre, fourteen-storey, mixed-use project
includes 201 rental units, with a small ground floor retail component, all
compactly contained in an open-air atrium court building typology that is new
to Vancouver.
The design features a soaring, open-air circulation atrium over which a
translucent Teflon canopy shields the space from the elements. The rental
units are arranged around the perimeter of the trapezoidal-shaped site. A
dramatic, vertical slot opens the internal court to the south to flood the space
with natural daylight. A vibrant, fuchsia-coloured public art piece, suspended
in the slot, imbues the atrium with a striking, soft pink glow, while an array of
multi-coloured front doors further animates the central atrium space.
The majority of the rental units are studios; however, policy required that
twenty-five percent of the units be two-bedroom units to accommodate
families.
A spectacular communal roof terrace features a children’s play area, dogfriendly space, a social seating and barbeque area, and urban agriculture
planters.
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communal roof terrace

Strategic Decisions

Community

Prolific urbanization and the accelerating rise in the urban density has altered
the fabric of the City of Vancouver, which recently triggered a series of changes
in housing mandates and designs to intensify the provision of affordable housing
options in the city. This has resulted in the institution of new housing policies and
directives that raises the permissible height and density limits in locations suitable
for housing by means of a rezoning process. Developers who wish to take advantage
of opportunities that arise from the rezoning of such sites must agree to provide and
operate residential housing on the site for a term of sixty years or for the lifetime of
the building, whichever is greater.

The Duke raises the communal sustainability quotient of the Mt. Pleasant
neighbourhood by adding more rental residential and retail space to the fastest
growing, trendiest and most desirable area of the city for young people to live and
hang out, with indie shops, cafes and other spectacular hipster fanfare. Located
near a busy transit and pedestrian interchange, Mt. Pleasant is where mom-andpop shops, tech companies, artisanal food, skateboard shops, and craft breweries
abound. The Duke supports social interaction, which in turn encourages a greater
sense of community.

In contrast to a traditional design approach that would typically feature a doubleloaded corridor with units along both sides, the floor plan for The Duke instead
features a single-loaded corridor with living units pushed to the outer edge of the site
to create a central void space. Such a strategy substantially increases the number of
units that can be accommodated on the site by maximizing the overall density within
a prescribed 14-storey height limit. A traditional double-loaded corridor approach
would have made the project economically unviable as a rental property; whereas
the strategic decision to push the units to the site perimeter made the development
viable for rental housing.

By virtue of its location, design and amenities, The Duke reduces community
dependency on cars for commuting, which in turn alleviates the need for single
occupancy vehicles, thus mitigating the risk of heavy traffic and reducing the need
for on-site parking. With proximity to an on-site hybrid car share, bicycle storage,
and nearby public transit, the impact of traffic and parking is reduced, making the
area more liveable, pedestrian and cyclist friendly, and ecologically sustainable.
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coloured doors

open-air atrium

Juliet balconies

Wellness

Water Conservation

The Duke is designed to provide liveable rental accommodation conducive to the
physical and psychological well-being of its occupants. A key focal feature that
epitomizes the concept of healthy living and provides a sense of well-being for
residents is the organization of the rental units around a bright and airy central atrium
space that provides access to the rental units. This outdoor circulation space enables
occupants to step out into a well-lit, weather protected environment designed to
provide opportunities for residents to interact, even if only for a brief moment.

An important design consideration were water conservation and usage systems
designed to reduce water wastage. The rental units feature low-flow plumbing
fixtures that are below the allowable CaGBC baseline and which collectively resulted
in a 37.5% reduction in water use inside the building.

Opportunities for extended social interactions are encouraged through the
incorporation of several amenity spaces sprinkled throughout the development
including: a courtyard with planters and extensive bench seating; landscaped terrace
spaces suspended in a south-facing vertical slot; two upper level amenity rooms; and,
a communal rooftop terrace with a mix of active and passive spaces that features a
children’s play area, urban agriculture gardening, social gathering area, barbeque, and
a stretch of dog-friendly lawn.

Energy Present and Future

To maximize water efficiency outside, the landscape incorporates drought resistant
indigenous plants and high-moisture retention soil, which reduces irrigation
requirements. Rain sensors, combined with a high efficiency irrigation system that
uses drip irrigation, zone controls, and moisture sensing technology resulted in a
50% reduction in water usage during the peak months, when irrigation requirements
are highest.
With the combination of water conversation strategies, The Duke is expected to use
an average of 40,263 L/person per year or 114 L/person per day.
The Duke also has an on-site storm water retention tank installed within the parkade
to capture the site rainfall and reduce the flow that enters into the City storm system,
thereby reducing the stress on the City storm infrastructure.

The Duke building utilizes an energy system that is compatible with a district energy
system, for seamless integration in the future. The current energy system uses a
hydronic heating system with high efficiency condensing boilers that have a lower
hot water temperature requirement. All suites are individually metered and monitored
so that each individual suite is able to manage their own heat and water usage and
enables accurate identification of wastage points for tighter regulation and mitigation.
The zoning of the lighting system in the open-air atrium is regulated by daylight
sensors to help ensure that lighting is on only where and when it is required. Another
initiative aimed at responding to reduction of fossil fuel use is the inclusion of electric
car-share charging port stations.
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